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1. Introduction. For any ring 4, the notion of the projective class group

C(4) was introduced in [12; 13]. It enjoys functorial properties with respect

to ring homomorphisms, and can be described as a certain factor group of the

Grothendieck group associated with the category of all finitely generated

4-projective modules. This group appeared originally to measure the extent

to which 4-projective modules are not free. However, this group being closely

related with the arithmetic of the ring 4, it has its own interest. This note

is to study the projective class group of certain algebras over a noetherian

domain. Let £ be a noetherian domain with quotient field K, and 4 an £-

algebra, finitely generated as £-module. In this case, it is more effective to

consider the reduced projective class group C0(4). This is obtained from the

category of all finitely generated 4-projective modules P such that K®rP is

£®jï4-free (see §3). If 4 is £-projective as an £-module then 4 C£®ä4.

If, furthermore, A has no nilpotent ideals, then £®Ä4 is a simple £-algebra

and hence we may consider a maximal order A of K®rA containing 4 (see

§4). Since A has a relatively simple structure (for example, if £ is a Dedekind

domain, then A is a hereditary ring), a natural question is to ask for a relation

between C0(4) and Co(A). One main objective of this note is to prove Theorem

10, which states that C0(4)—>C0(A) —»0 is exact when A/c is Artinian and the

Cartan matrix of A/c is nonsingular, where c is the conductor of A in 4. To

obtain this we generalize in §1 a theorem of J.-P. Serre to noncommutative

algebras. The study of Co (A) is trivially reduced to the case when A is a

maximal order in a simple algebra. A maximal order in a simple algebra is

closely related with that of a division algebra. Namely, if £ is a Dedekind

domain and A is a maximal order of a simple algebra over £, and T is a max-

imal order of a division algebra associated with A, then 911(A) «9Tl(r) as

categories, where 911(A) (or 9IZ(r)) denotes the category of all finitely gener-

ated left A-modules (or T-modules). This categorial isomorphism preserves

projective modules in both directions but does not preserve free modules in

general. This causes a difficulty in deducing a relation on the projective class

groups. This is studied in §3 where we prove that Co (A) ~ C(r). Another inter-

esting result is Theorem 13 concerning the finiteness of the projective class

group. Most of our theorems are valid for integral group algebra of finite

groups and a result of R. G. Swan is deduced as a corollary.
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For the sake of simplicity, we make some conventions on terminology and

notation. Throughout this note, unless otherwise stated, we mean: (1) ring

= ring with unit element; (2) module = finitely generated unitary left module;

(3) R = commutative noetherian domain and K = quotient field of 2?; (4) R-

algebra = 2?-algebra with unit element, which is finitely generated as R-

module; and (5) ® = ®r. The reader should keep in his mind these agree-

ments throughout this note. (For example, when we say "all A-modules," then

we mean "all finitely generated left A-modules".)

The author wishes to thank J.-P. Serre for his private letter [14], from

which the present investigation originates. Thanks also goes to H. Bass for

useful conversations.

2. Modulo the conductor. Let AEA be 2?-algebras. Then A, being finitely

generated asan P-module, is so as a module over A. Now q = {r|rG2c, rAEA }

is an ideal in R and, if we put c = qA=Aq, then c is a two-sided ideal in A as

well as in A. We shall call c the conductor of A in A in analogy with number

theory. For the sake of simplicity, we shall use throughout this section the

notations: 2?/q = 2t, A/c = A, A/c = Ä. Then ,4CX and they are 2?-algebras.

Furthermore, for any .4-module (or A-module) M, we put M = A®AM (or

M = A®aM).
Let P be an ¿4-module and P' a A-module such that PEP'. Adopting

J.-P. Serre's terminology we say that P is an A-form of P' if (i) P is A -projec-

tive and P' is A-projective and (ii) the map K®AP—*P' induced by PEP'

is an isomorphism. If P is A -projective, then P'=A®,iP is A-projective and

thus, identifying P with its image under the canonical imbedding P—>A®¿P

= P', we see that P is an .4-form of P'. Conversely, given a A-projective

module P', what are the sub-^4-modules P of P' which are A -forms of P'? A

milder question asks whether every A-projective module comes from an A-

projective module by tensoring with A. Theorem 1 below reduces these ques-

tions modulo the conductor c. This theorem was proved by J.-P. Serre when

A, A are both commutative noetherian rings [13; 14]. Our theorem is a

generalization of it to noncommutative algebras.

Theorem 1. With the notations as above, let P' be a A-projective module, and

M an A-submodule contained in P'. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(i)  M is an A-form of P'.

(ii)  MZ)cP' and M is an A-form of P'.

Thus, if 0: P'—*P' is the natural map, 0_1 puts the ¿4-forms of P' in bijective

correspondence with the A -forms of P'. In particular P' has an A -form if

and only if P' has an A-lorm.

We shall reduce the proof of the above theorem to the case when R is a

complete local ring. This procedure is accomplished by Proposition 3 below.

The following lemma is known [2] and will be used in the proof of Proposition

3. We quote it below without proof.
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Lemma 2. Let R be a noetherian ring and Y an R-algebra which is left

noetherian. Let S be an R-algebra (not necessarily finitely generated) which is a

flat R-module. If C is a finitely generated Y-module, then 5®ü;Extr(C, £)

~Extns® rY (S ® rC , S®uD) for any Y-module D.

Now for each maximal ideal p oí R, let £p = completion of £ with respect

to the maximal ideal p of £. For any £-module M, we write Mv = Rv®rM.

Proposition 3. Let P' be a k-module and P an A-module with PEP'-

Then P is an A -form of P' if and only if Pp is an A^-form of P¿ for all maximal

ideals p of R.

Proof. PEP' induces A®^£—>£'. Taking its kernel X and cokernel F,

0—>A—>A®a£—>£'—>Y—*0 is exact. We observe that every module in this

exact sequence is finitely generated as an £-module. Regarding this as an

exact sequence of £-modules, we get an exact sequence 0—»Ap—Ap®^,,^

—>7p —>Fp—>0 for each maximal ideal p of R. Now for any £p-module M,

Mp = 0 if and only if 17=0. Therefore A®¿£-h>£' is an isomorphism <=>A = 0

= F<=>Ap = 0= Fp for all maximal ideals p of £*=*A% = 0= Fp for all maximal

ideals p of £«=*Ap®]î),£p—»TV is an isomorphism for all maximal ideals p of £.

Furthermore, 4 being noetherian and £p being £-flat, we get from Lemma 2

that Ext;tp(Cp, Dp) ~R9®R Ext"AiC, £) for all finitely generated 4-modules

C and every 4-module £. If C and D are both finitely generated as 4-

modules, then Ext'j(C, £) is finitely generated as an £-module for all n.

Therefore, if D is a finitely generated 4-module, then Ext¿(£, £) =0 for all

n>0<=>R9®it ExtnA(P, D) «Extip(£p, £p) =0 for all «>0 and for all maximal

ideals p of £-t=>£p<8)y¿ Ext¿(£, £) «Ext>„(75p, £p)=0 for all ra>0 and for

all maximal ideals p of R. Therefore using the fact that 4 is noetherian, we

see immediately that P is 4-projective if and only if £p is ^p-projective for

all maximal ideals p of R. The same thing is true for A-modules £'.

Proof of Theorem 1. (i)=Kii): M = A®AM is 4 -projective and A® a M = P/_
entails that AM = P' so that AOcM=cAAf =c£'. Furthermore, A®AM

= A®aÍA®aM)=I®aM=ÍA®m\)®aM = A®xP'=P'.
(ii)«=>(¡) : By Proposition 3, we may assume that £ is a complete local ring

with the maximal ideal m. Therefore 4 is a semi-perfect ring [3]. If q(£in,

then the theorem is trivial since q = £ entails that 4 =A. Therefore we may

assume that qOn. In this case, we contend that c is contained in the /-radical

of A as well as of 4. For, since 4 and A are finitely generated as £-modules,

it is clear that c = qA is contained in the /-radical of A and q4 is contained

in the /-radical of 4. However, c2 = q2ACq4 and hence c is also contained in

I lie /-radical of 4. Now since M is A -projective, there exists an A -projective

module 7Y such that M®P* is 4-free. Since c is contained in the /-radical

of a semi-perfect ring 4, there exists an 4-projective cover of £*, i.e., there

exists an 4-projective module Pi such that £i = 7\* (see [3; 9]). Put A®.i£i
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= P{. Then Px is an A-lorn\ of Pi' and hence, if we set X=M@P and

Y = P' @P{ , then XEY and Y is A-projective and the condition (ii) is valid

for X and Y. X is /I-free, so let Xi, x2, • • • , x„ be the elements of X such that

their canonical images in X form an .4-free basis of X. Then they are Ä-free

basis of Y since A®jX = Y. Therefore Fis A-free with the basis xi, x2, • • • , x„

since Y—>Y is a A-projective cover. Therefore Xi, x2, ■ • • , x„ are, a fortiori,

linearly independent over A. However, they generate X by Nakayama's

lemma, and hence X is A -free and A®aX = Y. Therefore, we see that the

direct summand il7 of X is A -projective and A® aM = P'.

Corollary 4. Let A, A, c be as above. If P' is a A-projective module such

that P' is A-free, then it admits an A-form, i.e., there exists an A-projective

module P such that A®aP = P'.

Proof. P', being A-free, clearly admits an A-lorm, so P' has an .4-form

by Theorem 1.

Corollary 5. Let A, A, c be as above, and P' a A-projective module such

that P' is Ä-free (of rank n). Then the number of isomorphism classes of A -forms

M of P' such that M is A-free is the number of the double cosets of GL(n, Ä)

modulo GL(n, A) and the subgroup T of the automorphisms of P' induced by

the automorphisms of P'.

Proof. It follows from Theorem I that A -forms M of P' such that M is

^4-free, are in bijective correspondence with the points of GL(n, A)/GL(n, A).

Now let Pi, P2 be A -forms of P' such that 6: Pi~P2. Then d extends uniquely

to an automorphism 6 of P' such that 6: Pi~P2. Conversely if there exists

an automorphism 0 of P' such that 6:Pi^P2, then <pd(Pi)=P2 and hence

6(P\)=P2, i.e., Pi~P2. Therefore the isomorphism classes of A -forms M of

P' such that M is ^4-free is in bijective correspondence with the double cosets

of GL(n, Ä) modulo GL(n, A) and the subgroup F induced by Aut (P').

Corollary 6. Let R be either a ring of integers in a number field, or func-

tion field in one-variable over a finite field. Let A, A, c be as above and assume

that c^O. Then, given a A-projective module P' the number of A-forms of P' is

finite.

Proof. Let c = qA. Then by hypothesis q^O. By virtue of the hypothesis

imposed on R, P/q has only a finite number of elements. Consequently, the

P/q-algebra Ä which is finitely generated as P/q-module has only a finite

number of elements. Therefore the assertion follows from Theorem 1.

We know now that every A-projective module P' such that P' is Ä-free

comes from an A -projective module. In view of this fact, we may ask when a

A-projective module P' has the property that P' is Ä-free. An answer to this

question is provided by the following theorem, which is a trivial consequence

of Theorem 2 in [4]. We simply quote it below for the benefit of the reader.
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Theorem 7. Let R be a commutative ring with K its full ring of quotients,

q an ideal of R such that R/q is Artinian. Let A be an R-projeclive R-algebra

and assume that the Carian matrix of A/qA is nonsingular. Then, given any two

A-projective modules P and P', K®RP~K®RP' implies P/qP^P'/qP'. In

particular, if K®P is K®A-free, then P/qP is A/qA-free.

3. Projective class group and categorical isomorphism. First let us recall

the definition of Grothendieck groups [13; 16]. Let C be an additive category.

The Grothendieck group G(G) associated with the category 6 is an abelian

group which is described by giving generators and relations. The generators

are symbols [A], one for each object A of C, and relations are [¿4]= [^4']

+ [.4"] for each exact sequence 0—*A'-^A—>A"—*0 in the category 6. (In

what follows, if A EG, then [A ] will denote the element in G(C) represented

by the object A.) If Ci, C2 are additive categories and F: 6i—>C2 is an exact

functor, then F naturally induces a homomorphism G(F): G(Ci)—>G(Q2), since

relations arc preserved. For any P-algebra A (where R is a noetherian domain

with À" its quotient field), we shall denote by (P(A) the category of all (finitely

generated) A-projective modules and by (P0(A) the subcategory of (P(A) con-

sisting of all A-projective modules P such that K®RP is 2£®ßA-free. In

these categories, maps are of course A-homomorphisms. The associated

Grothendieck groups will be denoted by P(A) and Po(A) respectively. The

factor groups C(A)=P(A)/{ [A]}, C0(A) =P0(A)/{ [A] }0 are called the pro-

jective class group of A, and the reduced projective class group of A respec-

tively, where { [A]} or { [A]}0 indicates the cyclic subgroup generated by

[A] in P(A) or Po(A) respectively. The reader will find immediately that this

definition coincides with the original one given in [12; 13]. If P is in (9(A) or

(Po(A) then we shall indicate by [[P]] the element in C(A) or Co(A) repre-

sented by P.

Let A be a ring and E a right A-module. Then E gives rise to the endo-

morphism ring T = rloniA(£, E) and E becomes a right A, left T, bimodule.

The dual F* = HoniA(F, A) is in an obvious way a left A, right T, bimodule.

We call A-module E regular if (i) E is (finitely generated) A-projective and

(ii) E®E*—>A given by (x, f)—*f(x) is an epimorphism. If £ is a regular

module, then there exists a categorical isomorphism between the category of

(left) A-modules and the category of (left) T-modules. These facts were fully

explored by Auslander-Goldman [2], Curtis [8] and Morita [ll] and also by

S. Chase. We state below the known results in the form convenient to our

purpose.

Theorem 8. Let A be a ring, E a regular right A-module, and set E*

= Honu(E, A) and r = HoniA(F, E). 311(A) and 3Tl(r) denote the category of

(left) A-modules and (left) T-modules respectively. Then

(a) E andE* arc both (finitely generated) A-projective as well as T-projective;

(b) A ~ Homr(£, E) as rings (of course T = HomA(F, E) by definition) ;
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(c) £*®r£~A as two-sided A-modules and E®\E*~Y as two-sided Y-

modules ;

(d) S: 9Tl(A)->9n:(r) given by S(AÍ) =£® AAf and T: 9H(r)->9ïl(A) given by

TiN)=E*®TN are categorical isomorphisms 9H(A) «9Tl(r). In fact, £5(M)

~Mfor all MEWLiA) and 5£(A) «N for all NE^iY).

Now £ being T-projective, if M is A-projective then SÍM)=E®a.M is

T-projective. Likewise, if N is T-projective then £(A) = £*®rAr is A-projec-

tive. Therefore 5: (P(A)—>(P(r) and T: (P(r)—KP(A) provides a categorical iso-

morphism (P(A)«(P(r). If £ is T-free, then the functor S will send A-free

modules to T-free modules. Likewise, if £* is A-free, then £ will send T-free

modules to A-free modules. Thus, if £ is T-free and E* is A-free, then we could

conclude C(A) ~ C(Y). However, £ and £* need not be free in general. What

conclusion can we draw if £ and £* are not known to be free? This is the

question we are concerned with in this section (for a particular case).

Now let A be an £-algebra, £ a regular right A-module and let £* and

T be as above. Then Y is also an £-algebra. If £(E(P0(A), then £®£ is £®A-

free by definition, and hence the rank of K®P over £®A is defined (recall

that ® = ®r). We put p(P) =rank of K®P over £®A. This function p, be-

ing additive, induces p: £0(A)—>Z which is clearly an epimorphism. With these

hypotheses and notations, we have:

Theorem 9. C0(A) ~Ker(p: P0(A)—*Z). If K®E is a simple K®A-module,

then K®Y is a division algebra and C(Y) ~Ker(p: £0(A)—>Z) =Co(A).

Proof. The first statement follows trivially from the splitting exact se-

quence 0—*{ [A]} o—>£o(A)—>Co(A)—>0. We now prove the second statement.

Firstly, if K ® £ is asimple K ® A-module, then K ® Y = Horn*® A(£ ® £, £ ® £)

is a division algebra by Schur's lemma. Furthermore, £®A~£®Homr(£, £)

= Honiji®r(£®£, £®£) is a total matrix algebra over the division algebra

£®T. £®£ being a simple £®A-module, so is £®£* and hence £®A

«r(A®£*) for some integer r as left £®A-modules, where r(£®£*)

= £®£*+ • • • +£®£* (r times). Now the exact functor 5: (P0(A)->(P(r)

induces 5:£0(A)-*C(r) which is given by [£]->[[£(£)]]= [[£®aP]]. S is

an epimorphism. For, let Q be a T-projective module. Consider the A-projec-

tive module TiQ)=E*®rQ. TiQ) need not be in (P0(A) in general i.e.,

K®TiQ) need not be £®A-free. However, since £®A~r(£®£*), it is

clear that TiQ) @mE* will lie in (P0(A) for some integer m. Then

SiTiQ) ®mE*)=[[STiQ)@mSiE*)]]=[[Q®miE®/lE*)]]=[[Q ®mY]]
= [[Q]]. This proves that 5 is an epimorphism. Let us determine the kernel

of 5. Suppose that 5(£i) = 5(£2), i.e., [[5(Pi)]]= [[5(P,)]], i.e., 5(£i)

®miY~SiP2)@m2Y. Then TSiPi) ©mi£(r) « £S(£2) ®m2T{Y), i.e., Pi

@miE*^P2@m2E*. Tensoring with K, we find that Wi = m2(mod r) since

£,G(Po(A). Conversely, if mE*E<Po(A), i.e., if w = 0(mod r), then S(mE*)

= [[mS(E*)]]=[[mY]] = 0.   Therefore   Ker5 = cyclic   subgroup   of  £0(A)
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generated by [rE*]. Therefore 0-^Z-UPo(A)^C(T) —»0 is exact where i(m)

= Mz[r7i*]. Then it is clear that pi — identity and hence the above exact se-

quence splits so that we have C(r) «Ker(p: P0(A)—>Z).

4. Applications. Let A be an P-projective P-algebra without nilpotent

ideals. Then 2 = A' ® A is a semi-simple K-algebra. An P-algebra A contained

in 2 is called an order of 2 over R if 2£®A = 2. A maximal order is an order

which is not properly contained in another order. It is well known that every

order is imbedded in a maximal order [l; 2]. (The reader should observe

that in the above remark, we used our convention that algebra = algebra

which is finitely generated as a module.)

Theorem 10. Let A be an R-projective R-algebra without nilpotent ideals,

A a maximal order of£ = K®A containing A, and let c be the conductor of A in

A. 7/A/c is Artinian and its Cartan matrix is nonsingular, then Co(A)-^C0(A)

—»0 is exact.

Proof. Let <9o(A) (or (Po(A)) be the category of all A -projective (or A-

projective) modules P such that K®P is 2-free. Then (?a(A)—>(P0(A) given by

P—»A®.iP is an exact functor and hence induces a homomorphism i: Po(-4)

—>Po(A). Since j[.4]= [A], it induces Co(¿4)—»Co(A). To see that this is an

epimorphism it suffices to see that j: Po(A)—>Po(A) is an epimorphism. How-

ever this follows immediately from Corollary 4, Theorem 7 and the hypoth-

esis.

Corollary 11. Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K, and A

a torsion-free R-algcbra without nilpotent ideals. Let A be a maximal order of

K®A containing A. Then Co (A)—* Co (A) —»0 if exact. If K®A splits completely,

i.e., is a ring direct sum of total matrix algebras, then CU(A) ~ C(A) ~ideal class

group of the center of A.

Proof. As for the first statement, it suffices to check that if c is the con-

ductor of A in A, then A/c is Artinian and its Cartan matrix is nonsingular.

Let q= {rER\rAEA }• Then, by definition, c = qA. Since A is finitely gener-

ated as an P-module and K®A = K®A, we see that q^O, and hence A/c

= R/q® rA is Artinian. Now A being a maximal order in a semi-simple algebra

K®A, it is a ring direct sum of maximal orders in simple algebras, i.e.,

A = Ai+ ■ • • +A, and A,- is a maximal order in the simple algebra K®A{.

Furthermore, we know that A¿/pA,- is a primary algebra for any nonzero

prime ideal p of R [5]. Thus, for any nonzero ideal q of R, A¿/qA, is a ring di-

rect sum of primary algebras and consequently the Cartan matrix of A/qA

is nonsingular. This proves the first statement. As for the second statement,

we may assume that A is a maximal order in a simple algebra since Co (A)

= Jli^i Co(A>). If A is a maximal order in a simple algebra, it is known [2]

that A admits a regular right A-module E such that K®E is A'®A-simple.

Therefore by Theorem 9, we have C0(A)«C(r) where r = HomA(£, E) and
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£®T is a division algebra associated with the simple algebra £®A. Further-

more, r is a maximal order in £®T [2]. If £®A is a total matrix algebra

over a field, then K®Y is the center of £®A and hence Y is the center of A.

£ being a Dedekind domain, Y is also a Dedekind domain and hence C(r)

«ideal class group of Y. Therefore Co(A) ~ ideal class group of the center of

A. This completes the proof.

Corollary 12. Let it be a finite group of order n and R the ring of integers

in a number field K. Consider the group algebras Rir and Kir. Let Abe a maximal

order of Kir containing Rir. Then CiRir)—>C0(A)—»0 is exact. If K contains a

primitive nth root of unity, then CiRir)-^iideal class group of the center of Kir)

—»0 is exact.

Proof. From a theorem of Swan [15; 16], we know that every £-projective

module P has the property that K®P is £îr-free. Therefore CiRir) = Co(£ir)

and hence the first statement follows from Corollary 11. If £ contains a primi-

tive wth root of unity, then it follows from a theorem of Brauer [6] that £x

splits completely, i.e., a ring direct sum of total matrix algebra. Therefore

Co(A) = ideal class group of the center of A. However, the center of £7r is a

direct sum of number fields and hence the center of A is the unique maximal

order of the center of £7r, i.e., the ring of integers in the center of £7r. There-

fore by the definition of the ideal class group in a number field, we get the

result.

Remark. The above Corollary 12 was also obtained by R. G. Swan. His

method depends on the nature of the group ring and uses the author's char-

acterization of projective modules over £7r.

As another application of Theorem 1, we give below a theorem concerning

the finiteness of class numbers. Namely:

Theorem 13. Let R be the ring of integers in a number field or a function

field in one variable over a finite field. Let K be the quotient field of R and let A

be a torsion-free R-algebra without nilpotent ideals. If the Cartan matrix of

£/p®4 is non sin guiar for all nonzero prime ideals p of R, then Co(4) is a finite

group.

Proof. Let A be a maximal order of 2 = £®4 containing 4. Then A is

hereditary [10] and every A-projective module can be written as a direct

sum of free modules and an ideal. Therefore every element in Co(A) can be

represented by an ideal in A. However, it is a theorem of Artin [l] that the

number of isomorphism classes of left ideals in A is finite. (Artin proves it only

for the number field case but the same argument applies to the other case.)

Therefore it follows that Co (A) is a finite group. There remains to see that

Ker(Co(4)—»Co(A)) is a finite group. However, under the hypothesis on

Cartan-matrix of 4, every 4-projective module can be written as a direct
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sum of an A -free module and an ideal of A, according to a theorem of H. Bass

[4]. Therefore the assertion follows immediately from Corollary 6.

Corollary 14 (R. G. Swan). Let R be as above and ir a finite group. Then

Co(Rir) is a finite group, where Rw stands for the group algebra of it over R.
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